
WAGE ADJUSTMENTS IN POSTWAR JAPAN = 
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE 

PHILLIPS-LIPSEY CURVE 

By RYOSHlN MlNAMI* ** 

I. Introduction 

Weakness Inherent in PLC 

Following the pioneering works by A.W. Phillips Cl5] and R.G. Lipsey C6), a large number 

of contributions have been made to estimate the relationship between the rate of growth 

in the money wage rate and the rate of unemployrnent for various countries including Japan.1 

This relationship is widely known as the Phillips-Lipsey Curve (PLC). The theoretical 
significance of the PLC, expressed by Lipsey himself [6, p. 13], is that the PLC is a wage 

adjustment function (WAF): that is, the rates of unemployment embodied in the PLC is 
a substitute for the rate of excess demand for labor (or, conversely, the rate of excess sup-

ply of labor).2 

There is no denial of the fact that the PLC presents a very convenient way to study wage 

changes. We are not fully satisfied, however, because there is no proof that official statistics 

for the rate of unemployment reflect exactly levels and changes in the excess demand for 

labor. For instance, consider the following two problems. 

( I ) In a labor surplus economy, disguised unemployment in the low productivity sectors 

like agriculture and services is much more important compared with open unemployment. 

If we use the PLC as a substitute for the WAF, it should be assumed that the rate of disguised 

unemployment is closely related with the rate of unemployment. ( 2 ) When the rate of 

unemployment decreases to such a low level as, say, one per cent, the rate of unemploy-

ment begins to be unresponsive to changes in the excess demand for labor. In this case, 

the PLC is not interchangeable with the WAF any more.3 
These problems ( I ) and ( 2 ) might be overcome by using a better index for the excess 

* Assistant Professor (Jokyo~,ju), The Institute of Economic Research. 
** This study was financially supported by the Seimei-kai Foundation. The writer is very much indebted 

to Professors Kazushi Ohkawa. Mataji Umemura. Shozaburo Fujino, Konosuke Odaka and Yukihiko 
Kiyokawa of the Institute of Economic Research in the Hitotsubashi University for reading a draft of this 
paper and for their valuable comments. Thanks shou]d be due to Paul Zimmer at present at that Institute 
for editing the English in this paper. 

l The studv. in this field for the Japanese case was originated by Tsunehiko Watanabe [17]. See footnote 
5 for the other contributions using pre-war and post-war data. 

z Another interpretation of the PLC, proposed by E. Kuh C5, p. 339], is to consider the rate of unemp]oy-
ment as an index for the bargaining power of trade unions. 

3 As is shown in Chart 2, the rate of unemployment in this country reached its lowest level in the 1960's 
and has since then ceased to change flexibly. See also CIO]. 
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demand for labor in place of the rate of unemployment.4 In Japan's case, job-securing 
statistics (e,g,, a ratio of applicants to openings and'a ratio of placements to openings) and 

statistics for labor turn-over (e.g., a quit rate) may be used as alternative substitutes for the 

excess demand for labor.5 Assuming we obtain a good index for the excess demand for 
labor, will it be sufficient to estimate the relationship between these indexes for the excess 

demand for labor and the rate of growth in money wages as a comprehensive analysis of 

wage changes? The writer doubts it. To estimate the PLC does not give a sufficient anal-

ysis of wage changes, unless we can explain how the new index for the excess demand for 

labor, whatever it is, is determined. 

An Alternative Approach 

In this paper we will present a new WAF which does not include the rate of unemploy-

ment nor any other substitutes for the excess demand for labor, but does include explicitly 

the demand and supply functions of labor.6 In other words, wage changes are considered 

as a function of the difference between demand for and supply of labor as well as the rate 

of growth in consumer prices. In the writer's opinion, such a WAF may be a good alter-

native to the PLC in analyzing wage changes. 
In Section 11 we will develop a theory of our WAF and set forth the functions to be 

estimated. In Section 111 application of the WAF to post-war Japanese data (1954-1968) 

is made, and the results of the estimation are examined. Summary and conclusions are 

included in Section IV. 

II. Model to be Estlmated 

Structural Equations 

Our basic assumption is that wage increases stem from two types of wage adjust-
ments; the 'cost of living adjustments' and the 'adjustments for the excess demand for 

labor'. Under this assumption our WAF is set forth as follows: 

' L.A.Dicks-Mireaux and J.C.R. Dow made a suggestive attempt in constructing a new index for the 
excess demand for labor by adjusting unemployment statistics [ I J. Various indexes for the excess demand 

for labor in Japan have been examined by the writer CIO]. 
' Akira Ono estimated the PLC in the post-World War 11 Japan by using various substitutes for the ex-

cess demand for labor and got the best fit when he used a quit rate as a proxy [14, p. 210]. Konosuke 
Odaka, who studied the prewar wages, concluded that the ratio of applications to openings was the best 
proxy for the excess demand for labor C12, pp. 48-49). 

6 A very illuminating paper by R.E. Lucas, Jr. and L.A. Rapping has the same intention as the present 
paper does. That is, the writers intended to analyze rea/ wages by applying an econometric model including 
the demand and supply functions of labor to the United States data C 7) On the other hand, in this paper, 
nominal wages are studied under the supposition that they are adjusted dependent on the WAF. There are 
two justificatlons for using nominal wages as a dependent variable: ( I ) In the writer's opinion, wage adjust-

ments seem to be made in nominal terms, never in real terms. ( 2 ) It is hard to find a unique price deffator 

appropriate both to labor deman,d and to labor supp]y. Different price indexes should be included in the 
labor supply and the labor demand functions, respectively. (In this paper, the consumer price index and 
the wholesale price index are used, respectively, in the labor supply and in the labor demand functions.) It 

may be the second best approach, as was employed by Lucas and Rapping, to use such an aggregate price 
index as the GNP defiator. In Japan where relative prices have been conspicuously changing, however, such 
an approximation may not be applicable. (See C1l] [17, p. 3l] for the changes in relative prices in this 
country.) 
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wt - wt_1 = )' qt_1 ~qt_3 + e(l~- 1~) (1) ~>0 e>0. 2
 

Here a small character denotes the natural log of a large character; for instance, w=1nW. 

W.Q, LD and Ls stand for nominal wages, the consumer price index, demand for labor and 

supply of labor, respectively. The first term on the right hand side of the WAF is the rate 

of growth in wages dependent on the cost of living adjustments. Pararneter I stands for 

the elasticity of the wage increase with respect to the increase in consumer prices. (qt-1~ 

qt_3)/2 indicates the average semi-annual rate of growth in the consumer price index 
during the one year period beginning one and one half years before.7 (Note that semi-annual 

statistics will be used in this study.) The second term indicates the rate of growth in wages 

coming from the adjustments for the excess demand for labor. Parameter O is the elasticity 

of the wage increase with respect to a change in the ratio of labor demand to labor supply, 

LDILS. parameters ~ and e, which are expected to be positive, may be called the coef-
ficient of the cost of living adjustments and the coefficient of the adjustments for the excess 

demand for labor, respectively. 

Assuming that the ratio of labor supply, Ls, to the working age population, M, is 

a function of nominal wages and of the consumer price index,8 we can set forth an ag-

gregate labor supply function as follows. 

LSt 

(2) Mt =e" WPQr 
or 

(3) 1~ - a + ~wt+ r qt+mt' 
Parameters P and T express the elasticities of labor supply with respect to nominal wages 

and to consumer prices, respectively. Sign conditions of these parameters cannot be pre-

sumed a priori. 

We are using two types of aggregate labor demand functions; one is introduced from 

a CES production function (Model I) and the other is from a Cobb-Douglas function (Model 
II). 

Model I : The CES production function is formulated as 

i~ = A e~[BLT P + ( I - B)K~P]-*, 

Pt 

where Y, L, K, P, A, B, r and p stand for nominal GNP, employment, capital stock, the 

wholesale price index, the initial level of production function, the distribution parameter, 

the rate of neutral technological progress and the substitution parameter, respectively. 

p is defined as (1-0)/a, where (i expresses the elasticity of substitution. Equilibrium is 

attained when the real wages, W / P, are equal to the marginal productivity of labor, MPL., 

It may be much more realistic, however, to suppose that W / P constitutes a constant pro-

portion of MPL; that is 

7 The rate of growth in the consumer price index can be formulated in various ways such as qt -qt-1,qt-i 
-qt_2, (qt-qt_2)/2 and so forth. In estimating WAFS under these alternative specifications for the cost of 
living adjustments, we obtained the best result when we employed such a formulation as was made in equa-
tion ( I ). 

8 The conventional way of formulating this function is to assume that labor supply is dependent on the 
wages deflated by the consumer price index. This formulation is expressed as a special case, p=r, of our 
function. 
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Wt =d MPL 0<d~1. Pt 

Parameter d depends upon the degrees of imperfection in both the labor market and the 

product market. Then our equilibrium condition becomes 
dB(Ae=t)~P( LYt~t )1+p W 

Pt 
From this we get the labor demand function 

l~=[o ~) +a(a - 1)]+(a - 1)Tt+ yt- o wt +(a - l)pt' (6) 

where 9= In dB. 

Model 11 : Cobb-Douglas production function (1inear homogeneous) is given as 

(7) Yt =Ae tL~K~ B 
Pt 

where B expresses the output elasticity with respect to labor. Assuming this function, 

the equilibrium condition becomes 

=dB Pt LtPt 
Here there is no need to consider that dB is constant over time. Let us assume dB rs a 

function of time; 

In dB=~)0+ ~t. 

By substituting this relation for equation ( 8 ), we obtain the labor demand function 

(9) I~=~)0+~)t+yt-wt' 
Denoting error terms for the wage determination function, the aggregate labor supply func-

tion and the aggregate labor demand function, respectively, by e,1 e2 and c3, these struc-

tural equations are rewritten as follows; 

(1) w wt_1=~ qt_1 
(3) I~ = a + pwt+ Tqt+mt + e ~ 

ID Ca~+a(a 1)]+(a 1)Tt+yt-(Twt+(0-1)pt+ct 
and 

(9) I ~ =ep0+ ~)t+yt-wt+e~･ (lvlodel II) Here we assume Ee~=Ec~=Ec~=0 for each t. 

Reduced Form Equations 

Substituting equations ( 3 ) and ( 6 ) for ( I ), we can derive the following: 

(lO) wt=A0+Alwt_1+A2(yt-mt)+A3 qt_1 2qt_3 +A4qt+A5pt+A6t+et' 

(Model I) 

where 

_ eCa~0+a(a-1)-a] A = l
 

e
 

~ +e(a+p) ' 1 2 1 +0(0+ p) ' 1 + o(a + p) ' 

~
 = A --JI~l_e 1 + e(o + p) ' 4~ ' 5~ 1 + o(a + p) 1 + o(a+ ~) ' 

6(a - 1)1 e(E~-c~)+e~ 
and e = A= 6 1+e(0+~) ' t +e(a+~) ' 
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Substituting ( 3 ) and ( 9 ) for ( I ), we obtain 

(11) w A +Alwt 1+A2(yt m )+A3qt 12qt ~+A4qt+A t+Et 

(Model ll) 

where 

o 1+0(1 + p) ' 1 1+e(1+ p) ' 2 l+0(1+ p) ' 

_)･ - e r O ~p and 3 1+e(1+ p) ' 4 l+0(1+ ~) ' 6 l+e(1 + p) ' 

e(e~-c~)+e~ 
ct- +6(1+~) 

In both of these equations. Ect=0, because of our assumption EE~=Ee~=EE~=0. 'By 

applying time series data for w, y, q to the reduced form equations, we estimate the para-

meters of these equations. Next, from these parameters, we can calculate the parameters 

for the structural equations, i.e., )., e, p, r, 1:, a and 9･10 Furthermore, substituting ~ 
(the estimated value for w in equation (lO) and (11), q, and estimated parameters ). and 

e for equations ( I ), we can obtain the predicted value for ID-1S and calculate the rate 

of excess demand for labor, (LD-L~/LS.11 
In our model W is expressed as a function of Y. P and Q. Actually, however, wage 

increase may affect Y, P and Q. Considering these possible interrelationships among 
variables,12 we will estimate the reduced form equations (10) and (11) by applying the two 

stage least square method. In the first stage, we are estimating the equations regressing 

Y. P and O_ on exogenous variables; the working age population (M) as well as government 

expenditures, exports and, the price index for products whose prices are regulated by the 

government,13 and calculate the estimated values for Y, P and Q. In the second stage, by 

using the estimated values for Y, P and Q, equations (lO) and (11) are estimated. 

' Variable y-m in equations (lO) and (1 l) may be ca]led 'potential' productivity of labor in current prices. 

This is 'potential' in the sense that this is not the actual productivity but the productivity which is expected 

to be realized only if the population (M) is all supplied to the labor market and fully employed. Many 
contributions have been made by other authors to estirnate PLC which includes labor productivity. They 
seem to be divided into two groups from the viewpoint of interpretations of this variable. In the first group, 

for instance, the studies by Akira Ono Cl3~ Cl4] and John Vanderkamp C16~, this variable is employed as 
an index for the 'ability to pay' of enterprises. The second group, which includes the study by E. Kuh (5), 
takes this variable as a shifting parameter in the demand function for labor. In this respect the study in 

this paper belongs to the second group. 
*' We obtain a,'+a((,-1)-a in Model I and p,-a in Model II. However we cannot estimate p, a and a 

in Model I nor p, and (e in Model II. 
** We cannot estimate the labor supply and labor demand separately, owing to the fact which was pointed 

out in footnote 10. ' ･ ' ~ _ 
*' The interrelationship 'betiveen wages and prices in Japan was stressed and examined by Akira Ono and 

the present writer C1l~, and by Tsunehiko Watanabe C17]. 

" igures prepared by the EPA are used for these exogenous variables. See footnote 17. 
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III. Estimation ResultS and Their Implications 

Da ta 

Semi-annual statistics on a fiscal year basisl4 and adjusted for seasonal fiuctuationsl5 

are used in our calculations. Usage of semi-annual data may be justified because in this 

country wage negotiations are made twice a year; in the spring time for regular wages and 

at the end of a year for bonuses. The estimation period is limited to 1954-68, because of 

abnormal economic activity during the post-war reconstruction ~eriod before 1954. Sources 

of data used in this study are as follows : 

W=wage' earnings per employeel6 (thousand yen; the Economic Planning Agency 
(EPA) estimates), 

Y=nominal GNE (thousand million yen; EPA estimates), 
P=the wholesale price index (1965=1; Bank of Japan estimates), 
Q=the consumer price index (1965=1; estimates by the Bureau of Statistics, the 

Office of the Prime Minister), 

M=the size of the population aged fifteen years and over (thousand persons; the 
estimates by the BS, OPM). 

For W, Y, P, and Q, unpublished data prepared by the Economic Research Institute of 

EPA ~re used.17 

Results of.Regressions 

Table I summarizes the results of estimation of the reduced form equations. Determi-

- ' ABL~ I . pARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR REDUCED FORM EQUATIONS 

A* A. A
 

A
 

A
 * * , * A* 

0.46 0.68 0.26 0.48 0.11 0.09 Ao.OOIO 0.9995 1 .34 
(0.6) (4.7) (3.4) (1.8) (5.1) (0.5) (0.4) 

0.39 O. 69 o.26 o.42 o. 1 1 A0.0016 o.9995 1.34 
(0.6) (4.9) (3.5) (1.7) (5.3) (0.6) 

0.6 1 0.68 0.23 O.42 O. 1 6 0.9995 1 .29 
(1 . l) (5.0) (4. 3) ( I . 8) (0.8) 

Remarks : Aindicates negative value. 

nation coefficients are estimated to be very large. On the other hand, small Durbin-Watson 

statistics signify that these regressions are not free from amount of serial correlation. 

1' The first term of a fiscal year (indicated as I in Table 3) is from April to September, while the second 

term (Il) is from October to March of the next year. 
15 igures are.adjusted for seasonal fluctuations by the EPA method. 
16 ollowing the study by Tsunehiko Watanabe [17], we use wage earnings per person not the hourly wage 

rate as a wage .y,ariable.. It is because laborers in this country are widely believed to be interested in wage 
e~rnings, not in hourly wage rate. Even if we use the hourly wage rate, results of the estimation will not 
be alt~r~d, con~ideE~.bly,. because labor .hours have been actually constant. 

IT igures up to 1967 have been published in C 4 l-
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By using these figures, parameters in the structural equations are calculated and shown in 

Table 2. In Table I parameter A5 is not statistically significant at the conventional signi-

ficance level. This indicates that the elasticity of substitution, o(=A5/A2+1), can be 

TABLE 2. PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR STRUCTURAL EQUATIONS 

Model 11 a 
b
 

1
 

o
 

p
 

r
 

p
 

0.61 0.38 O. 1 8 AOA4 A0.0060 
0.62 0.34 0.40 A0.68 

taken as unity. (The estimate for this parameter is 1.4.) Thus we may state that the aggre-

gate production function in the postwar Japanese economy can be approximated by the 
Cobb-Douglas type.18 Therefore let us shift our attention to Model 11 which is dependent 

on this type of production function. Findings from the estimates of this model may be 

summarized as follows : 

( I ) The cost of living adjustment coefficient, )., is around 0.6. This is calculated as 

A3/Al. However, parameter A3 is not statistically significant. Therefore it cannot be stated 

that cost of living adjustments exist significantly in wage determinations in this country. 

Such a conclusion may be understandable, in the writer's opinion, because trade unions 

in this country are not as strong as those in the Unites States. 

( 2 ) The wage adjustment coefficient, e, which is calculated as A2/A1' is about 0.4. Be-

cause parameters A1 and A2 are both statistically significant, the estimate for O is reliable. 

That is to say a one percent increase in the excess demand for labor (strictly, a ratio of labor 

demand to labor supply) tends to give rise to a 0.3 percent increase in nominal wages. 

( 3 ) The elasticity of labor supply with respect to wages, ~, and the elasticity with respect 

to consumer prices, r, are estimated to be 0.18-0.40 and A0.4-A0.7, respectively.19 That 

is, Iabor supply tends to increase and decrease when nominal wages and consumer prices 

increase, respectively. 

( 4 ) The shifting parameter, ~p, which is estimated to have a negative value, should be 

considered as negligible, because parameter A6 rs not statistically significant. (~0=A6/ 

A2') Namely a combined effect of a change in the output elasticity of labor and of a 
change in the ratio of wage to marginal productivity of labor is eventually not influential. 

Because of this finding, we will employ Model II-b, which does not include parameter (p, 

as the best specification and use it in the following analysis. 

Factors in Wage Increases 

Table 3 shows the semi-annual exponential rates of growth in wages, Aw(=wt-wt_1) 

and ATP(=T~t-TTTt_1) respectively in columns ( I ) and ( 2 ) for the entire observation 

18 This is consistent with the results by other authors. Hiromitsu Kaneda, who estimated the CES produc-
tion function in agriculture, concluded that the elasticity of substitution was not significantly different from 

unity C3, p. 168]. The elasticity of substitution in manufacturing industries as a whole was estimated by 
Fumimasa Hamada as 0.929 C2, p. 633]. 

19 These results can not be compared with other estimates, because a time-series estimation of the aggre-
gate supply function has never been made in this country. 
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Remarks：

TABLE3．

　195455　56　57　58　59　60　61　62　63　64　65　66　67

S㏄Table3．

68F．Y．

SEMI－ANNuAL　RATE　oF　INcREAsE　IN　WAGEs　AND　ITs　CoMPoNENTs

　　Periods

（Fiscal　Year
　　Basis）

1954　1－60　11

1961　1－64　11

1965　1－65　11

19541－68　11

ate　of　Increase
　in　Wages

Actuai

△w

（
豆
）

0．0309

0．0639

0．05〔舛

0．0470

Estimated

△”

（2）

0．0311

0．0633

0．0560

0．0468

Its　Components

え△9

（3）

0．0053

0，0164

0．0165

0．0114

θ（1ρ一13）

　　（4）

0．0258

0．0469

0．0395

0．0354

（3）／（2）

　（5）

（％）

16．9

25．9

29．4

24．4

（4）／（2）

　（6）

（％）

83．1

74．1

70，6

75．6

Excess　Demand
　　for　Labor

1P＿1s

（7）

0．076

0．139

0．117

0．105

Lρr乙s

　LS

　（8）

（％）

　7．9

14．9

12．4

11．1

Remarks： For　the　meaning　of　I　and　II　in　the　column　for　periodization，see　footnote14．

　　　　　△1ツ訓rwε一1．△而＝艦一吼一1・△σ＝（9ε一、一9卜3）／2．

Figures　are　calculated　based　on　the　estimates　of　Model　II－b．
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CHART 2. ESTIMATED RATE OF EXCESS DEMAND FOR LABOR 
AND RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
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Remarks : 

Rate of Excess 
Deil]and for Labor 

Rate of Unemployment 

1954 55 56 57 58･* 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 F.Y. 

See Tab]e 3 for the estimated excess demand for labor. The rate of unemployment is 
calculated as the ratio of totally unemployed persons to the total labor force. Figures 
for totally unemployed persons and for total labor force are from unpublished data 

provided by the EPA. (See footnote 17.) 

period as well as for three sub-periods. w stands for the actual wage series and T~ for 

the estimated value of w. In calculating T~~ the, reduced form equation for Model II-b 

is used. In column ( 3 ), the first component of the wage increase as a function of 

the cost of living adjustments, IAq=;,(qt_1~qt_3)i2, is calculated and shown. The 
second component depending on the excess demand for labor, O(lD-Is), is calculated 
as a difference between A~i; and ~q and shown in column (4). Semi-annual figures for 

Aw, AT~, Aq and e(lD-Is) are demonstrated in Chart I . Looking at this chart one may 
easily discover two facts; 

( I ) The second component has been much larger than the first component for the entire 

span of observed years. According to columns ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) of Table 3, the first and the 

second components constitute, respectively, 24 percent and 76 percent of AT~. 

( 2 ) Patterns in wage changes, expressed by Aw and A~, have been uniquely dependent 

on the changes in the second component. These two facts signify that the level and the 

changes in the rate of wage increase have been almost entirely explained, respectively, by 

the level and by the changes in the excess demand for labor. 

In column ( 7 ) of Table 3, the logarithmic value of the ratio of labor demand to labor 

supply, ID-Is, is calculated. From this value, the rate of excess demand for labor, (LD 
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-LS)/LS is easily obtained. It is shown in column ( 8 ) of the same table.20 Looking at 
C~hart 2, which depicts this ratio as well as the rate of unemployment, the following three 

things may be pointed out : 

( I ) Excess demand for labor tends to increase in boom years (1957, 1961 and 1968) and 

to decrease in recessions (1955, 1958 and 1965). It is because the demand function for labor 

shifts upwards much faster in boom years. 
( 2 ) The unparalleled increase in this ratio during 1958-61 may confirm our conclusion, 

which was reached in the previous papers C 8 J C 9 1 CIO], that Japan succeeded in a transi-

tion from a labor surplus to a labor shortage economy at the end of the 1950's and at the 

beginning of the next decade. According to Table 3, the average figures for 1954-60, 1961-

64 and 1965-68 are 7.9 percent, 14.9 percent and 12.4 percent, respectively. 

( 3 ) Comparing this ratio with the rate of unemployment, one may find a contrast bet--

ween the 1950's and the 1960's: During the former decade, there is a negative association 

between the two series, whereas, during the latter decade, no association exists. That is. 

the rate of unemployment has become insensitive to the fluctuations in the excess demand_ 

for labor. 

IV. Summary and Concluslons 

In this paper we proposed an alternative approach to the PLC (Phillips-Lipsey curve> 

in analyzing wage changes. In the PLC approach, wage changes are simply explained by 

the rate of unemployment used as an index for the excess demand for labor. In our alter--

native approach, on the other hand, wage changes are explained in a general framework 

involving the demand and supply functions of labor. The labor demand functions are' 

derived from two types production functions; the CES type and the Cobb-Douglas type. 
The labor supply function is formulated in such a way that the ratio of labor supply to popu-

lation is dependent on money wages and the consumer price index. 

Such an alternative WAF (wage adjustment function) was applied to the Japanese' 
economy for 1954-68. Major conclusions which were attained in this study are summarized 

as follows : ( I ) Wage changes are well explained by the excess demand for labor. In 
the first place, the elasticity of a wage increase with respect to a change in the excess demand 

for labor has been found to be significant. In the second place, the adjustments for the-

excess demand for labor are responsible for three quarters of the rate of increase in wage. 

( 2 ) On the other hand, the cost of living adjustments are barely significant. In the first 

place, the elasticity of wage increase with respect to a rise in the consumer price index is 

not significant at the conventional significance level. In the second place, only a quarter 

of the rate of wage increase is attributable to the cost of living adjustments. ( 3 ) The 

supply of labor tends to increase and to decrease, respectively, owing to wage increases 

and to price increases. ( 4 ) The rate of excess demand for labor tends to increase and 

. " Our WAF is formu]ated under the assumption that wage changes are completely explained by two types 
of adjustments; the cost of hving adjustments and the adjustments for the excess demand for labor. rr wage 
changes are dependent.on other factors as welL our estimates for the rate of excess demand for labor are 
not free trom over-estimations. Taking this fact into due consideration, we wul not be concerned, in this 
paper, with the level itsetf in this rate but with the changes in it. 
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decrease, respectively, during boom years and during recession years. Besides these short-

term fluctuations, this rate shows a big increase during 1958-61. This increase may re-

flect such a structural change in the labor market as a transition from a labor surplus to 

a labor shortage economy, which is thought to have occurred at the end of the 1950's and 

at the beginning of the 1960's. 

Although our WAF is well-fitted to the Japanese labor market, such an approach alter-

native to the PLC may be applicable to other countries as well. In the writer's opinion, 

this approach should be particularly useful in both of two types of countries; developing 

countries for which reliable unemployment statistics are not available, and the developed 

countries in which there is nearly full employment and, therefore, the ordinary PLC does 

not work as a WAF. 
Hitotsubashi University 
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